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About us

The British Science Association
is a charity that aims to 
revolutionise people’s relationship 
with science.

Our mission is to transform the 
diversity and inclusivity of science; 
to reach under-served audiences; and 
to increase the number of people 
actively engaged and involved in science.



Key facts

Formed 1831
Turnover: circa £3m pa

Approx 30 staff in London
Approx 700 volunteers across the UK

Annual reach in 2017:
- 1.125 million members of the 

public 
- 1.109 million young people 



We want science to be seen as a 
fundamental part of culture and society



When people think of science or scientists,
they often think of this…



Sometimes, they might think of this…



But mostly, they think of this…



When people think of science and scientists, we’d 
like them to think of something more like this…



September 2015

Like football…



September 2015

Or politics…



September 2015

Or music…



https://news.northwestern.edu/stories/2018/march/draw-a-scientist/



https://news.northwestern.edu/stories/2018/march/draw-a-scientist/





Comparison of survey responses from Y6, Y8, Y9, Y11, Y13 students 

(% strongly/agreeing)
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* Only asked of Y13 students studying at least one science A 
level 
** Y13 data is weighted to national A level science entries

Most students like science - but few aspire to be scientists
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Why is this a problem?

1.Citizen decisions e.g. vaccines & nutrition

2.Society’s decisions need to be made by all of us

3.Build & diversify the pipeline of future scientists

4.Enjoyment, awe & wonder



British Science Association programmes





BSF 2017 highlights film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eI0-oId7JXs





British Science Association Branches



British Science Week



Run to the Deep



Community grants in British 
Science Week



Science Live





The Huxley Summit 2017 speakers



Wellcome 
partnership on 
diversity



Why do 
diversity?

•Business case

•Social justice

•Strategic driver



Any questions?
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